ONLINE JOURNALS

Get into the Wayne State University Library System’s home page:
http://www.lib.wayne.edu

Underneath the big word “SEARCH” at the top of the home page, click on the tab that says “ONLINE JOURNALS.” Use the drop-down box underneath the search box to select a search mode. Type in the appropriate information in the search box that matches the mode you have selected. Press the “Search” button.

**If you already have a citation**, click on the link underneath the search box that says: “Citation Linker.” Fill in the appropriate information and hit “Look Up.” The results screen is the same as that described in the “ARTICLE DATABASES” information, showing whether or not there is a link to immediate Wayne State University online access to the article described by the citation. Follow the same instructions as those in the “ARTICLE DATABASES” information for access to articles that do not have an immediate link to Wayne State University Library System resources.

If accessing full-text online journals from off-campus, a box will come up requesting your access id and password. Use the same access id and password that you use for Blackboard, Pipeline, etc.